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SIGNATURE

ABOUT ANGELO RUGS

DESIGN KARINE BONJEAN,
EVOLUTION 21 – LEGACY

Since 1999 Angelo Rugs has produced handmade rugs:
tufted, knotted and woven. Angelo has evolved through its
contemporary collections. The brand is well-known all around
thanks to its high-quality products.
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Creativity. This word perfectly represents the brand’s products.
However, the brand also knows how to fulfill more classic and
particular expectations for its customers.

Made out of wool from New Zealand and hand-spun bamboo
silk. Karine Bonjean brings her creativity to the entire world
by focusing on warm and harmonious colors that meet the
clients’ needs.
1 – 4900-GEN330
2– 4900-GEN556
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Our products are chosen by interior designers around the world
as well as by home furniture and decoration stores. This means
carefully following up many sizes and custom-made projects.
This represents 30% of our production. Custom-made projects
are developed on internally, our team talks beforehand with
the client about it so as to precisely understand his needs and
form. Thus, the client can draw inspiration from our collections
and then choose the colors and the size at his convenience.

DESIGN THOMAS KING – DODECA
Made out of wool from New Zealand and vegetable
silk. His work was influenced by a diversity of
experiences from the structural influence of
architecture to a passion for detail.
3 – 640-TKDOD-225
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Our Angelo collections are mainly handmade.

LOUIS HERMAN
DE KONINCK
Made out of wool from New
Zealand and vegetable
silk. Iconic architect, Louis
Herman De Koninck stands
out thanks to an approach
based on forms, structures,
and a high sensitivity to
figures and numbers.
4 – 640-LHDKV1SP

5

JULES WABBES
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Made out of wool from New Zealand and vegetable silk.
He is one of the main representatives of Belgian designs
and models from the 1960s and 1970s. His simple and
timeless designs establish themselves as truly classics.
5 – 640-JWQD4J1

Each year, Angelo seeks to surprise and appeal to its customers with elegant products. This
is why we focus our efforts on innovation, know-how, and customer experience. We also work
on our rugs with famous European designers. This creativity has already been rewarded with
Awards, like the “On the rocks” project awarded with “Carpet Design Awards” Domotex Hannover in the best innovation category.

All our products are produced with high-quality
raw materials (wool from
New Zealand and bamboo
silk), and are regularly quality proofed throughout the
entire production process.
Our management and careful attention to CSR allows
us to enforce our values
serenely.
We are dedicated to
upholding quality working
conditions for our craftspeople and respecting their
know-how.

THE ART OF COMBINING
MATERIALS

MUSTI
Intimate combination of viscose
and wool. This product can be
described as “all purpose”. The
subtle effect of this blend plain
and marbled at once matches
many interiors.
Public price per m² :
from 172€/m² including taxes

GOLDEN MAJESTIC
Resolutely modern. Environmental-friendly and
undyed wool enhanced by golden bamboo silk. This
original pattern presents multiple reflections for a
successful pairing. For custom-made dimensions, we
can also change the color of the bamboo silk in 4-5
months (see our palette of 108 viscose colors)

4 – 2175-632
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SIENA

Public price per m²:
from 460€/m² including taxes

Rough and soft at the same time, this
blend of jute and bamboo silk has
already appealed to many interior
designers. It presents beautiful reflections
and brightness, while remaining very
accessible. An innovative and chic
product you can find in top of the line
design boutiques.

1 – 3080-L1

1

Public price per m²:
from 200€/m² including taxes
5 – 3666-680
6 – 3666-355
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3
2

HAMILTON
The tweed effect through the seasons. Flat
woven with a subtle mixture of materials, which
reminds the tweeds of days gone by. The
Hamilton fits every season. Young and modern
at once, this innovation has already hit its target.
Public price per m²:
from 150€/m² including taxes
2, 3 – 5908-00
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THE TARTAN IS BACK

HERITAGE
Heritage from the past… with a knotted bottom
in natural undyed wool and a floral design made
out of two colors in bamboo silk. Custom-made
in 4-5 months, we can also change the color of
the bamboo silk (see our palette of 108 viscose
colors). True bestseller for exclusive projects, it
is now available in new trendy colors.
Public price per m²:
from 594€/m² including taxes
5 – 5100-L1R3
6 – 5100-SC-L2R2

1

2

3

MORRISON
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Inspired by Fiona’s Scottish roots. This collection is original and surprising, it does not go
unnoticed. This year, it is available in a daring combination of mustard yellow and pink. This
colorful product brings joy and life to your interior.
Public price per m²:
from 172€/m²
1 – 5905-355

2 – 5905-916

3 – 5905-999

Credit photo : Luc Viatour
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2019 COLOR PALETTE

BURGUNDY ERASED

GREEN SILKY
Silky is a collection that has consistently appealed
to customers over the years. Knotted in bamboo
silk, hand-spun for increased contrast, its texture
and brightness will appeal to you.
The flecked effect allows the color to fit with many
interiors. This product is available in standard sizes
or in custom sizes in 4-5 months, depending on the
dimensions.

Woven in viscose with a vintage and
distressed effect. This is achieved
by randomly cutting woven threads.
We have also decided to bring a new
trendy color to one of our leading
products.
Public price per m²:
from 138€/m² including taxes
5 – 2174-K3

5

Public price per m² : from 500€/m² including taxes
6

1, 2 – 3059-56

PINK ANNAPURNA
Pink is the new black? We have decided to
pair powdered pink with one of our leading
products. This rug is tufted in vegetable
silk, which explains its very shiny and silky
appearance. The pairing of this material and
this color will bring softness to your interior.
Public price per m² :
from 190€/m² including taxes

1

6 – 2170-N2

2

BLUE KITO

3

Elegance consists in being
discreet. This woven denim
will appeal to you with its
rough side, flecked and
elegant. This hand-spun rug
is available in three other
colors: old rose, honey
and black. It reminds of the
ready-to-wear. This product
is available in standard sizes
or in special sizes in 4-5
months, depending on the
dimensions.

4

Public price per m² : from 260/m² including taxes
3 – 4836-H10
4 – 3836-I11

Photo credit : Houzz

COZY INTERIORS
GUARANTEED
ZAGORA
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Berber, nomadic spirit. This rug is essential in contemporary or “travel themed” interiors.
The freehand drawing echoes the authenticity and spontaneity of travelers.
Public price per m²:
from 180€/m² including taxes
1 – 8906WB-KAD-500

2 – 8906WB-NOM-91

1

BAIKAL
When
luxury
meets
sensuality.
Incredible
softness
offered
by
lamb’s wool. A wish to lie
down and dream.

1

Public price per m²:
from 960€/m²
including taxes
1 – 3111-PALO57
2 – 3111-BLO632
3 – 3111-BLO630

2
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ANGELO
Fine rugs and carpets
BELGIUM

www.angelorugs.com
contact: marketing@angelorugs.con

